THE CAT FANCIERS’ ASSOCIATION, INC.

(JUDGING RULES – SECTION II)
INITIAL APPLICATION FOR UNLICENSED INDIVIDUALS APPLYING TO THE CFA JUDGING PROGRAM

NAME: ____________________________________ DATE: ____________________________

ADDRESS: (ST) __________________________ PHONE: (H) __________________________

CITY/STATE/ZIP __________________________ PHONE: (C) __________________________

EMAIL: __________________________________ OCCUPATION: _________________________

I AM AT LEAST 18 YEARS OF AGE: Initial Here: _____ APPLICATION FEE INCLUDED: Initial Here:_____

PLEASE INCLUDE A COLOR PHOTOGRAPH OF YOURSELF WHICH WILL REMAIN WITH THIS APPLICATION

1. CATTERY NAME: ______________ CFA REGISTRATION NUMBER: ____________
   REGISTRATION DATE: ____________ (must be seven (7) years breeding experience within ten (10) years prior to applying).

2. APPLYING FOR: LONGHAIR _______ SHORTHAIR _______ DOUBLE SPECIALTY_______

3. FOR THE SPECIALTY OR SPECIALTIES FOR WHICH I AM APPLYING TO JUDGE, I HAVE BRED AND OR EXPERIENCED SHOWING THE FOLLOWING: (State Breeds, Colors, and years with each.)
   __________________________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________

4. IN MY CATTERY AT THIS TIME, THERE ARE: (State Breeds, Colors, numbers of each by sex)
   __________________________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________

5. I HAVE BEEN AN ACTIVE MEMBER IN GOOD STANDING FOR FIVE YEARS OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING CFA CLUBS: (These clubs must verify your membership by letter, with signatures of Club President and Secretary required. If applicant holds one of these offices, another Club Officer must sign.)
   __________________________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________

6. I HAVE A CURRENT MASTER CLERK LICENSE. (Copy of License is included) _____YES _______ NO

7. I HAVE BEEN A MEMBER OR JUDGE OF A SIMILAR ASSOCIATION: _____ YES _____ NO
   IF "YES," NAME ASSOCIATION AND GIVE SEVERANCE DATE: ________________________
8. THE FOLLOWING CLUBS, AT LEAST TWO OF WHICH ARE ALLBREED CLUBS, HAVE AGREED TO SUBMIT LETTERS, RECOMMENDING MY ADMISSION TO THE CFA JUDGING PROGRAM:

(a) ____________________________________________________________

(b) ____________________________________________________________

(c) ____________________________________________________________

9. THE FOLLOWING THREE INDIVIDUALS (NOT RELATIVES) HAVE AGREED TO SUBMIT LETTERS OF CHARACTER REFERENCE ON MY BEHALF:

(a) ____________________________________________________________

(b) ____________________________________________________________

(c) ____________________________________________________________

10. PLEASE COMPLETE THE CFA SCORECARD, SECTIONS A & B. SECTION "A" WILL INCLUDE THE NAMES AND REGISTRATION NUMBERS OF TEN (10) GRAND CHAMPIONS/GRAND PREMIERS, SIX (6) OF WHICH MUST BE BRED OR CO-BRED BY YOU. SECTION "B" WILL REQUIRE A MINIMUM OF FIFTEEN (15) POINTS ACHIEVED BY VALUES ASSIGNED TO VARIOUS SHOW AND BREEDING TITLES EARNED BY CATS YOU HAVE BRED/SHOWN. PLEASE COMPLETE AND INCLUDE CUSTODIAL OWNERSHIP FORMS, AGENTING FORMS (IF APPLICABLE), AND CATTERY VISITATION RECORDS.

11. STATEMENT OF APPLICANT:

I understand that only those applicants with unquestionable moral character and impressive credentials will be considered for acceptance into the CFA Judging Program. I agree to abide by and accept any recommendations and decisions made by the Judging Program Committee, the CFA Board of Directors or CFA regarding this initial application, as well as any consideration for advancement in the future. All decisions shall be binding and final, in accordance with current and future CFA Show Rules and CFA Judging Program Rules.

SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT: ____________________________________________

12. SIGNATURE OF REGIONAL DIRECTOR OR INTERNATIONAL CHAIRPERSON:

DATE: _______________________________

COMMENTS:

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

Distribution: Judging Program (include in application package).

Copy – Regional Director International Chairperson (send with signature to Judging Program Administrator in charge of Applications).